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A GENERAL SYSTEMS FORMULATION OF WOLK RELATIONSHIPS

Work involves commonplace and well -known phenomena. In another sense
work involves very complex social phenomena. There exists the possibility that the
complexities of work relationships may be obscured thaiugh a sense of the obvious
that arises from immediate and common experience.

One rather commonplace but fundamental aspect of work is that of giving
something and getting something: typioally, ftn- waga7). While the exchange may
be between individuals, more commonly it involves social groups. What the epAppffen

tt, be Clea-ey are anticipations and preferences both
o-e ^, and social and there are sets of ideas that give cognitive support for them.
If the total complex of phenomena of work and work relationships are to be meaning-
fully related, a conceptual framework that offers some promise of such integration
is needed. It is here proposed that general systems offers such a mode of thinking.

In one sense general systems provides an analytic technique. It offers
a method of thinking about events and relationships in units called 'systems'.1
System definition leads to further speculation, particularly with respect to isomor-
phisms among systems, and to hypothetical propositions. In another sense general
systems provides a method of looking . structural relationships independent. to a
degree, of the specifics that are b3ing related. Since work, whIle it involves mane
different specifics, is characterized rather basically by structural relationships of
a social nature, general systems would seem to provide a potentially useful con-
ceptual framework.

First, some definitions of systems and their characteristics will be under-
taken; concepts work and related thought systems will then be forrauldted; and,
finally, employer-employee relationships will be explored in terms of the concepts
already developed.

SYSTEM DEFINITION AND RELATED CHARACTERISTICS

Let us define a 'alert' systein as a set of objects or events together with .

the relationships between the objects or events and between their attributes.2 More
generally, a systea may be defined as 'a set of parts and relationships'. In a social
system the parts are positions patterned by a division of labor, which in turn rest upon
socially shared meaning expressed symbolically. Let us now define a status as a sym-
bolic representation of a position. Then a social system may be defined as a set of
interrelated statuses. 3

A system is to be distinguished from those elements and relationships ex-
ternal to the system. The 'line' or criteria of demarcation between the system and the
external area is called the system boundary. Those external elements and
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relationships which affect the performance of the system is called its environment.
Thus the system and its environment stand in interaction toward one another.

System - environment interaction varies in terms of fret-uency and content
of interaction. A system with low frequency and content of interaction will be called
a closed system and one with high frequency and content will be called open. The
openness-closedness of a system may be defined operationally in terms of boundary
permeability. A relatively closed system is, by definition, relatively nor-responsive
to its environment. Under conditions of environmental change the system is likely
to become dysfunctional and may be destroyed. On the other hand a very open system
may be in clancrAr of losing the idc-Intitv which tliatingiitehem It fr^in Its envizorairiiiiit
and may be absorbext

A social system, if it is to continue over time as an identifiable and viable
system, needs the symbolic mechanisms which (1) provide for a system of statuses
and (2) maintains their interrelatedness as a system. The former will be called a
mechanisth of differentiation and the latter a mechanism of integration. Organization
is seen as the interrelated mechanism of differentiation and integration. Thus
organization is viewed as a subsystem that serves the development and maintenance
of the syst&m. Administration may be seen as the active aspect of the organization
subsystem and will seek the growth and maintenance of the system. Since survival
tends to, be of high social importance, organization and administration can be
expected to serve primarily a maintenance function.

System goal (s) constitute an important symbolically integrative meth Ism.
The goal represents significant social value and rests upon an explicit or implicit
set of assumptions and conclusions that constitute the rationale for or the raison
dltre of the system. Public schools have developed in various forms such a rationale,
often alluding to equality of individual rights and the importance of human fulfillment.
Such a goats- ,supporting symbolic system is here called a value system. Logically the
functioning of the system serves as a means to accomplishment of a future state of the
system dented by the goal (s). It then becomes important to specify the means which
are predictive of the desired ends. Such specification is possible because one knows
or believes hat certain outcomes are likely to result from certain system actions.
Those specifications are also based upon symbolically expressed systems which will
be called belief systems. The combined belief-value systems constitute a relating
of system means to ends or future states of the system and so constitute importaft
integrative and maintaining systems and are here alluded to as system iciegoz.

CONCEPTS OF WORK AND EXCHANGE

A worker may be seen as a subsystem occupying a status. He alio has a
set of values and beliefs which serve to define his degree of allegiance to the
ideology of the system and to specify what are agreed upon rights and duties attached
to the status. In certain religious orders the opportunity to serve through the
system according to the ideology of the order constitute all the rights of life without
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extraneous reward. Such total congruence of work and life appears to be what
Goffman has termed a total institution or system. It is, however, the limiting case.
Typically the worker, in performing certain duties in his status, expects that he will
have certain rights in return. The worker-system relationship then becomes an
exchange process. 6 Administration of work relationships may be seen as the opera-
tion of an exchange subsystem (part of the organization) between actual, pote
or past workers and the system with respect to their rights and duties. Op ration of
the exchange system results in an employment contract serving as symboli, legiti-
mation of status occupancy. Personnel administration may now be conceived as
administration of the work exchange subsystem. Those exchanges may be strictly
specified (low discretion) out of the Ryatirn't 4ele!!!!...Z;i it uumes to be expressed in
policies, rules, and regulatims, or more latitude may be given (high discretion).
Also the exchanges may be between the system and the worker (personal) or between
the system and an organization of workers (general). The resulting typology will be
considered in more detail later.

Ideology and Symbolism in Work Relationships

Ideology has been considered to involve the joint functioning of belief and value
systems as they symbolically relate present variables to future system states both
in terms of possibility and desirability. Ideology clearly involves ideas of what
the system now is and what it may be. Thus ideology serves as an integrative and
maintaining symbolic mechanism. it is likely, therefore, ti.; sometv. hat conservative
and to seek to perpetuate traditional ways of doing things well beyond the time when
they have ceased to be functional in the system. As an integrative symbolic system
it tends to sharpen the distinction betweeu the system and the environment, thus
defining the boundary more clearly. Depending upon the definition, it may make the
system more open or more closed. When the system is in opposition to its
environment, the ideology is likely to make the boundary more closed, particularly
in those sectors where exchange seems to threaten the system. When there are
sharp ideological differences between systems, they are likely to define their
boundaries as closed (in varying degrees) toward one another (for example between
the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R.) and, when the boundaries do come in contact, somewhat
like cold and warm fronts of weather systems meeting, there will be considerable
'turbulence'.

The above general propositions may be made rco re concrete by applying them
to teacher orgeadzatinna and school boards. Ideological symbolic systems tend to
cluster around some particular symbolism. It is contended that the word
'professionalism' serves such a purpose for NEA and 'unionism' for the AFT. They
con.stt4tte key ideological terms in belief and value systems based upon differing
postulates regaramg the relationships of the teacher to other workers fn society.
Derived from their ideological differences are contrasting boundary definitions; e. g.
one has traditionally admitted administrators and the other has not. Those basic
differences of belief and value are also reflected in the use of the terms "collective
bargaining'. and "professional negotiations". It is contended, therefore, that thug e
are terms which serve to integrate and maintain the systems rather than to propose



different exchange processes. Thus it is that superintendents say that they do not
find any real difference between negotiations under one name or the other. But one
should not then go on, as some do, to say that the terms are meaningless and
represent "only semantic differences." To make such a statement is to overlook
the systemic importance of the symbolism of ideology. The A FT-NEA boundaries
come into contact at various places; one thai is most visible is the representation
election. The 'turbulence' phenomenon in connection with tha: sort of contact is
rather well

School board ideology provides another aspect of the example. Many believe
that the board cannot and should not share its decision making processes with others,
particularly with their employees. 7 The concept of sovereign authority relates
back to a set of beliefs and values that supported and maintained the feudal system.
Given the conditions of the timesp the beliefs and values were in many ways
appropriate; but many have continued to cling on culturally with varying traces of
feudalism. 8 While feudalism tended to emphasize political inequalities among
statuses in social systems, the authoritative and power differences took on more
economic meaning with the emergence of the Industrial Revolution and concomitant
trends emphasized egalitarianism. 9 Increased knowledge and accompanying special-
ization leading to greater division of labor has expanded the differentiation of social
systems. Thus there tends to be an increasing number of statuses in social systems,
including schools. An example is found in team teaching.

An important change has come about in conceptions of authority. The
traditional concept had many feudal traces still expressed by some in terms of
personal loyalty, "fealty", 10 and unquestioned acceptance of authority somehow
attached to a status. Under conditions of increasing knowledge and worker expertise,
ideology based upon assumptions of traditional, personalized, and status-connected
authority becomes less effective as an integrative and maintaining mechanism.
Ideology then moves in the direction of formulation of statuses upon the basis of
logically related rre ans and ends assuming an inherent equality among people and the
worth of their efforts as people. The former suggests the "sovereign authority"
ideology of school boards, while the latter points toward the "rational egalitarianism"
that may be advocated by organizations of professional workers.

It seems reasonable to contend that the disturbances that are occurring these
days between teachers' organizations and school boards constitute a form of
'turbulence' in areas of boundary contact between systems moved by different

ideologies. It might also be argued that the mutual rejection of each other's
ideologies (more in the case of A FT and 'ass in the case of NEA) initially tended
to make the systems more ciaoed toward one another with more antipathy resulting
in a decline of perception of good faith. Under these circumstances collective
negotiations has 3erved the purpose of providing a formalized and forced exchange
system between boards and teacher's organizations. Given the ideological
environment, on would expect turbulence, reticence, and recalcitrance on the part
of board members, increasing militancy in both liberal and conservative teacher
groups, lack of ,;rust between the parties with respect to representation, elections,
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experiments with negotiations, and the like, and development of pt-Irir positions
fr.= which neither can move to compromise without lose of face. As these
co nditiorua are influenced through intersystem contact, it is reasonable to hope
that better understanding and mutual faith will lead toward a more functional exchange
system. Those shifts affect some very fuadamental ideological assumptions which
can be expected either io tear down some of our traditional symbolism or else
our radically new meaning into it. In this sense it is a revolution.

SYSTEM-WORKER EXCHANGE RELATIONSHIPS

The employing system has already been seen as applying its own rules to the
worker (low discretionary) or permitting behavior outside the rules (high discretionary).
The worker was seen as relating to the system either as an individual (personal) or
through an organization of his work associates (general). These two sets of somewhat
polar concepts provide four types of system-worker relationships.
(Figure I):

1. Formal-personal or Traditional Authority'
2. Discretionary-personal or Permissive Personalism
3. Formal-generalized or Organizational Formalism
4. Discretionary-generalized or Open Society

Traditional Authority

In the above typology the Traditional Authority, using essentially system to
'person relationships requiring of the worker rather strict conformity to the rules of
the system, was Still common within the recollection of many practicing teachers.
Illustrative was the fact that much social behavior, such as dress, was specified in
the contract or enforced socially. Reward or punishment with respect to those rules
was typically carried ou.by the agent of the system who was not subject to external
review except in very gross violation of reasonable interpretation of the rules.
Unquestioning submission to that personalized interpretation of system authority
took priority over rationality. Rule- interpretation can appear capricious when
carried out on personalistic-affective grounds. At the same time that the system
behavior may Appear caorielous, It cis Iv ,4afely azewned flint the beliefs and values
of the system or, what is more likely, of the person at that time representing the
system are guiding the particularistic behavior in quite formal ways. Machievelli
saw clearly the need for the Prince to camouflage his plans.11 Under these
conditions, when the environment reinforces the system ideology, as it did once
through laws against organizations of workers and his given modiftod support more

may be very much at the whim of the agent of the system.
recently through the injunction or a Condon-Wollion Taw, the individual worker



Permissive Personalism

It is under those circumstances just described that the worker may be able to
up a sort of 'credit'. Behavior in accordance with system rules can result in
personal favor and an image of trustworthiness. That perception could repult in
per.nledzi= ir.iiavioral. latitude or greater discretion by the system
officer. They may be hard workers, leaders in worker loyalty, GASers,12 and
the like. It would seem to be the land of system-selected entrepreneurs.

FIGURE I:

TYPOLOGY OF SYSTEM-WORKER EXCHANGE RELATIONSHIPS
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As the worker becomes dissatisfied with the rules, their application, or
develops conceptions of benefits wanted and develops shared meaning among his
associates, his system contact moves from the personal to the general. in the
early stages the organization comes to set a framework within which types 1 and 2
above can continue. Sharp conflict is normally avoided so long as the organization
is lead by type 2 entrepreneurs or so long as the systen.-worker relationships remain
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reasonably satisfactory. Dissatisfaction, when it does come, relates to the stateof the system under type 1 or 2 conditions but may be triggered by action eitherinternal or environmental. Major aonflict tends to emerge when the organizationmoves in to control the basic system-worker contractual relationships by changingit from a personal to a general contract. In that flf.12f.t ttC.' aripkiyee organiZation
proposes mutual rule meting azi.-1 mutually acceptable means of reviewing the
interpretation of the rules. Shared decision making seems eminently reasonable toteachers who see themselves as increasingly well prepared to make decisions abouttheir specialization. The current environmental thrust of liberal elements in oursociety toward rational egalitarianism urges the process on. It would seem that theintroduction of collective negotiations in schools represents a move from type 1or type 2 to type 3. It may very well be that some school systems are now moving totype 2 as a means of avoiding or delaying the advent of type 3.

Comments have already been made on the conditions which make transition totype 3 'turbulent'. Because of those; very conditions involving lack of mutual trust,it can be expected that the parties, at this stage, not trusting the other will tend totie the behavior down to specific rules stated in rather detailed fashion in a contract
and then turn to the agreement later to illustrate the madness of the other party.Consequently one can expect in this stage emphasis upon legal assistance, tricks of thetrade that may be acquired from otter fields, strategems that can outwit the other
party, anxious competition, formalism, in fact, all the sorts of behavior that comenaturally between parties which have not come to respect one another enough to
negotiate in good fait . It may very well become a means of institutionalizing the
status quo in schot."..5.

Open Society

Formal exchange between systems, it has already been contended, may lead to
a more closed or a more open attitude between systems. Under the circumstances
just described both parties stand to gain by greater openness. Experience with
formal exchange processes will result in greater ease both in the school personnel
department (as the school exchange unit) and the agents of the organization as its
unit. Experience will eventually reveal areas of honest difference and opportunities
for good faith. With the easing of emotions and intersystem agression, a climate for
rational elaboration of alternatives and examination of the assumptions and implications
of positions would seem possible, opening the way to reduction of rule specificity
and the increase of discretion through generalized standards. Within. such a framework
of ends and means, the specialist acquires a climate of greater professional
latitude within a framework which has become amenable to rational joking of means
to ends. When the nexus does not make sense, he and the board member each has
a right to say so, not because of any traditional allocation of status to him as
teacher or board member, but as a human being in a society where employer and
employee each share the privilege we have already called "rational egalitarianism".
It is this stage which is anticipated in type 4, the Open Society. There are examples
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of this type of work relationship taking shape apparently in different parts of the
country. Necessary conditions would seem to include a board that is non-doctrinaire
regarding authority. a tradjtinn of authznt::, exch2ncre ralotims -which made

i,rusi, combined with a commitment to rational grounds for courses
of action. Typically the movement would be from type 3 to type 4. Conceivably the
move might be made effectively directly from type 2 to type 4. The initiative might
be expected to come from one of the entrepreneurs who hada wide range of support
among teachers and administrators. Direct movement from 1 to 2 in an effective
way seems less likely. A strong superintendent, viewed as a man of good faith and
having an able staff with initiative, might move rather directly. But ur.der those
circumstances it is doubtful that he could have remained at type 1.

Exchange Pkocesses and Subsystems

System-worker relationships have already been viewed as a process of exchange

of rights and duties serving system goals and individual needs. We have already
noted the system and individual belief-value systems or ideologies which function

in means-ends decisions.13 The system will make its decisions on what it wishes

to give for what duties and the individual or his organization will make decisions
about what duties might be performed for what returns_ Thus each will have an

exchange decision mechanism or subsystem. Let us call them the employer exchange

unit and the worker exchange unit (Figure 2). These two units may be seen as having

cettain ranges within which they will bargain for exchange of services and rewards.14
The exchange process through which exchange units relate to one another and work

out exchanges will be called the negotiation system. It is, thus, a system that overlaps

both the employing system.and the worker system linking the exchange subsystems of

each. An assumption basic to the functioning If such an exchange system is that the
parties can make a difference in the behavior of the other (influence) and that they

have means at their disposal for affecting the other's behavior, positively or negatively

(power).

A negotiation system is seen as existing in any of the types of system-worker
relationships considered above. The traditional employer-worker relationship has
been the personal one (Types 1 and 2). In a 'small'15 system there might be a direct
personal relationship between the administrator of the system and the employer. As

a system becomes relatively 'large' the variables become great enough that a
subsystem ( personnel department) is set up to be concerned with such exchange

processes with personnel. It appears that the need arose in schools primarily in
connection with the need to search out for employment enough teachers to staff the

schools, manifest in the expansions that took place after each of the last two wars.
Those relationships were, for the most part on personalistic bases.

A whole new set of variables become operative and others become more active as

somewhat larger. The shift in. the case of schools, derives from a number of sources.1(
one moves from personal to general worker relationships thus making the system
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FIGURE 2:

DIAGRAM OF INTERSYSTEM EXCHANGE RELATIONSHIPS
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Under personalism there was a large power discrepancy between the system and the
teacher. A a teachers have become better prepared they want more discretion in the
context of their profession; with growing numbers of men and increasing career-
mindedness, there is a mounting concern about rewards; and the growing primacy
of reason over status has penetrated ideological systems of teachers. Thus the
transition from the personal to the general level is associated with what appears to
be a new professional identity with a more rational ideology combined with a thrust
toward more power for both professional and economic ends.

When boards and administrators see this new militancy as a threat to the
traditional authority of schools or the total system of paternalistic kizrsonalism, they
may view the teacher organization as a threat to the whole system. Given such
priority, it is to be expected that the board and the chief administrator will become
directly involved in the negotiation system. Soon, it appears, the board and the
chief administrator come to the realization that the school environment has mulch
more to it than the teacher organization and realize that time and energy have to be

reallocated. It may also be that the board and its chief executive wish to develop
their policies out of their immediate experience. In any case it would be expected
that the board and its superintendent would make the policy and procedural provisions
which would provide the base for interpretative linkage with the employer exchange
unit located in the personnel department. The contention is that exchange relations
with personnel, while very important, are simply part of the total operation of the
school. Thus the board and superintendent could be expected to be involved directly
in establishing the plans and policies with respect to negotiations but have little direct
hand hi the operation of the negotiation system. Cert-Inly they would be expected to
participate in the symbolic legitimation of the contract finally arrived at and to give
guidance to the negotiating units with respect to alternatives and bargaining ranges.

While such a procedure would seem to Make sense in terms of certain general
system considerations because of certain other system variables the relationships
have taken another form. Those variables probably relate to power. Negotiation
has to do with exchanges between the units that have the power with respect to the
matters being negotiated. The teachers' organization has no doubt in the cases of

many systems that the power rests with the board or the superintendent or both and

that there is little valid delegation of power. Such a state of affairs is to be expected

under conditions of personalism be it in relation to traditional authority or a
permissive discretion. Quite sensibly, they want to negotiate where the power is. If

the argument for a different allocation of negotiation, as made above is valid, then
collective negotiation will likely result in a more meaningful delegation of power to

negotiating subsystems in schools.

It is the realigiurtent of power, no doubt, that 'As creating so much turbulence
within the negotiation system and along the boundaries between the systems. Those

power shifts are probably impossible without basic shifts in the related ideological
structure, some of which apparently have strolig emotional - almost sacred - support.
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It would appear that the shift is similar in some aspects to the shift that Tonniel.- saw
from Gesellschaft.17 Once the negotiation system has reached a viable power balance
and a rational Lase for open exchange evolved, it would seem that the elements needed
for a more open social system of work relationships will be in place.
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